DATA S H E E T

Taking the pain out of the Third Party
Risk assessment process
You know that assessing your suppliers is
a critical aspect of your third-party risk
management program. But you also know
it’s expensive, time-consuming, and often
painful… for both your organization, as well
as each supplier.
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Hosted platforms
enable greater
automation and
provide a best-practice
infrastructure

Control-based
approach that supports
and develops your
Third Party risk
management process

T

SupplierAssess accomplishes this by
providing the technology, process and
people necessary to efficiently understand
supplier risk, help you remediate inefficient
controls and better prepare and protect
your organisation from Third Party risks.

Certified Risk
Assessors provide
professional service
and advice tailored
to your needs

Streamlined Assessments – the resource to assess mission-critical
suppliers within a shorter timescale
Enhanced Capability – the processes, resource and skills to
manage and analyse large volumes of complex supplier risk
assessments
Independent, Professional Verification – the collection, analysis
and reporting of each supplier’s risk profile from CTPRP-certified
Risk Assessors – especially critical for highly regulated industries
Improved Scalability – the flexibility to manage more suppliers and
assessments with greater efficiency

Process

SupplierAssess is a managed service that
allows you to supplement your existing
supplier risk management programme by
leveraging DVV Solutions expertise in
performing remote and on-site Third Party
assessments. The subscription based
service uses industry best practices to
enable you to scale your Third Party
assessments without the need for
additional staff or resources.

People

Third Party Risk Management delivered to
your desk
SupplierAssess leverages our Supplier Risk Manager and
Supplier Threat Monitor platforms to provide to provide
robust management of assessment data and real-time threat
intelligence. We utilize Shared Assessments
industry-standard practices including Standardised
Information Gathering (SIG) questionnaires and Agreed Upon
Procedures (AUP) for onsite assessments.
Your dedicated certified Risk Assessor performs detailed
analysis based on all the data and evidence gathered and
will then present and consult on the resulting risk report and
recommended improvements to mitigate any identified risks.
Each SupplierAssess service contract provides
•
•
•

Collection and delivery of an annual risk assessment,
analysis and report
Consultation of recommended remediative actions for any
identified risks
Access to a continuous threat monitor dashboard for your
supplier

How it Works

Key Benefits

•

We understand your risk appetite,
security objectives and compliance
requirements

Better understand the risks of
potential breaches and data loss from
your suppliers

•

We collect supplier questionnaires,
supporting evidence and onsite
assessments

Reduce the time and cost associated
with existing manual process and
infrastructure

•

We provide detailed risk analysis,
reports and recommendations

Standardise your processes and
metrics for greater efficiency

•

We work with you to implement
remediative measures and process
improvements

Significantly improve time-to-complete
and response rates for supplier
questionnaires

•

We provide continuous threat intelli
gence between annual assessments

Increase flexibility to scale your Third
Party risk assessment process

About DVV Solutions
Established in 1999, we have become one of the UK’s leading providers in the design, implementation
and management of Third Party Risk Management (TPRM) and IT Security services.
Our ethos is to provide you the best value for money by offering the highest quality of service within a
clear and consistent cost model. We do this by leveraging our extensive experience in the IT services
sector and our best-of-breed technology and service partners.

